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The subordination doctrine studied in this paper refers to the financial claim of 
parent company in the priority right to be repaid, which shall, when the subsidiary 
companys goes to bankruptcy, be secondary to those of other creditors of subsidiary 
companys. However, in case the parent company can prove that its financial claim is 
based on equitable principle, it may then be equally repaid as done to other creditors, 
i.e. the burden of proof of the parent company’s unfair conduct is placed on the parent 
company itself. The subordination doctrine put forward in this paper has, except for 
appellation, no substantial difference with deep-rock doctrine, only the naming of the 
former is relatively more correct in conveying the idea and more proper with stronger 
logicality. Therefore, under the condition that the deep-rock doctrine is still lacking a 
unitary and explicit definition, such special regulations applied to parent company and 
subsidiary company(s) in bankruptcy being called as subordination doctrine should be 
considered more appropriate. The legal principle establishment of subordination 
doctrine is the result of a highly beneficial value-measurement done by law-makers in 
an attempt to let all creditors receive a real sense of fair pay off in bankruptcy 
allotment, and it cannot be explained or replaced by the theory of piercing the 
corporate veil. The whole article is divided into three chapters. 
Chapter 1 introduces a basic theory of special bankruptcy regulations of parent 
subsidiary companies, which has done investigations on legal definition of parent 
subsidiary companies from both at home and abroad, and focuses on examination of 
basic theory of special bankruptcy regulations on some kinds of parent subsidiary 
companies: piercing the corporate veil doctrine, substantive consolidation doctrine, 
deep-rock doctrine ,and thus leads to the topic being studied in this paper, i.e. the 
concept and the legal effects of subordination doctrine. 
Chapter 2 deals with the foundation of the law principle and discrimination of 
parent subsidiary companies’ subordination doctrine. Firstly, the foundation analysis 
of three law principle of parent subsidiary companies’ subordination doctrine is 
analyzed. The logical extension variation of legal relations of the parent subsidiary 
companies is its first basis of law principle, value selection for legal characteristics of 














responsibility obligation of parent company towards subsidiary company(s) — 
fairness theory is its third basis of law principle. Secondly, this paper discriminates the 
subordination doctrine, the law principle of piercing the corporate veil and the 
reimbursement rejection, pointing out that the subordination doctrine cannot be 
explained or replaced by the law principle of piercing the corporate veil. And finally, 
this paper reasonably evaluates the contributions and the faultiness of the 
subordination doctrine. 
Chapter 3 suggests the legislation establishment for subordination doctrine of 
parent subsidiary companies in the law of the PRC on bankruptcy. First, it set forth the 
necessity of establishing the subordination doctrine in the law of the PRC on 
bankruptcy. Second, it put forward concrete legislation proposals for the 
establishment of subordination doctrine in the law of the PRC on bankruptcy as 
viewed from five aspects of legislative mode, applicable targets, applicable conditions, 
legal effects, and burden of proof. 
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① ［美］赫伯特·古德里奇：《公司集团的法律规定和母公司之间的关系》，《国际商业律师》1981 年，总第





⑤ 如该法第 425 条关于股份选择时获得税收优惠待遇的规定。 
⑥ 如该法第 312 条关于那些拥有国外子公司的公司集团的利润分配的规定。 
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